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And here is Djwhal Khul’s latest Spirituality Article: 
 
(Channeling begins) 
 
Djwhal Khul here. Tashi Delek. 
 
Alright.  We are going to begin with a vibrant purple color today.  We want to work with a very 
bright purple, it’s very lively.  It is not one of the colors normally associated with 7th Ray violet.  It 
is meant to help energize and at the same time to bring the energies more toward a heavenly 
level.  So it is energizing and it is enlightening. 
 
The purple color, hopefully, if you can close your eyes and see the color, take a moment to breathe 
it in: energizing and enlightening.  If you don’t have something, I am trying to find a color shade 
here, on the color spectrum, but it’s a bright bright purple, almost in the neon color range. 
 
So we are looking at astral bright or neon purple and feel that coming through your body now, just 
breathe it in.  I want to see it going into the lungs, I want to see it streaming into your body, 
maybe from right out in front of you.  It might even be that you find yourself moving your hands to 
gather more in toward you which would be very good.  Keep that energy moving.  There!  
Wonderful! 
 
I am going to work now, we are breathing it in so we are sort of getting the head area, let’s bring it 
in straight through the throat chakra and you can scoop with your hands, sort of go out in front of 
you and scoop it toward there and then direct it right into the heart chakra and next right into the 
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solar plexus, now the second chakra just beneath the belly button.  Now we are going to go back 
up to the top of the head and bring that bright neon purple. 
 
You might even see it like a big funnel of purple, and it’s just right above your head, and that 
purple turns into a liquid, a neon liquid, that is flowing straight down the body.  It is going to come 
out of the root chakra, at the base of the torso there and go down the legs, right into the earth.  It 
is also going to channel down the arms and go wherever your palms happen to be pointed, so it 
might be going down to the ground, it might be heading up toward the sky, it might be going out in 
front of you and I would say pointing the palms out in front of you would be the most powerful way 
to work with this energy, this bright purple, to energize and enlighten.   
 
Now sometimes with this particular exercise, you might feel like you are lifting up a little bit; like 
you are starting to float upward just a little bit.  That would be a normal side effect because it has 
that heavenly, bringing you up towards a more heavenly state of consciousness effect.   
 
Needless to say, this is a very good color to channel to nature or perhaps maybe charge the park 
bench with this color.  I would not do your automobile or a motorcycle or bicycle or something 
because you don’t want that floating up sensation in that particular case.  But you can work with 
your meditation chair and ask it to hold that bright purple color or maybe your entire house if you 
want to do it that way, that would be a good thing.  And certainly at sacred sites: a church or 
shrine or temple, where you might want to run a lot of that beautiful color through your body and 
into the premises.  Bodies of water will especially take this color very very well.   
 
Alright everyone that has been your Spirituality Article for this particular week.  I hope you enjoyed 
the energy work.  Thank you and my love to you,  
 
Djwhal Khul 
 
Channeled by Rev. Terri Newlon 
www.TerriNewlon.com  
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